Polarity shifting marked by various linguistic structures has been a challenge to automatic sentiment classification. In this paper, we propose a machine learning approach to incorporate polarity shifting information into a document-level sentiment classification system. First, a feature selection method is adopted to automatically generate the training data for a binary classifier on polarity shifting detection of sentences. Then, by using the obtained binary classifier, each document in the original polarity classification training data is split into two partitions, polarity-shifted and polarity-unshifted, which are used to train two base classifiers respectively for further classifier combination. The experimental results across four different domains demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
Introduction
Sentiment classification is a special task of text classification whose objective is to classify a text according to the sentimental polarities of opinions it contains (Pang et al., 2002) , e.g., favorable or unfavorable, positive or negative. This task has received considerable interests in the computational linguistic community due to its potential applications.
In the literature, machine learning approaches have dominated the research in sentiment classification and achieved the state-of-the-art performance (e.g., Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006; Pang et al., 2002) . In a typical machine learning approach, a document (text) is modeled as a bag-of-words, i.e. a set of content words without any word order or syntactic relation information. In other words, the underlying assumption is that the sentimental orientation of the whole text depends on the sum of the sentimental polarities of content words. Although this assumption is reasonable and has led to initial success, it is linguistically unsound since many function words and constructions can shift the sentimental polarities of a text. For example, in the sentence 'The chair is not comfortable', the polarity of the word 'comfortable' is positive while the polarity of the whole sentence is reversed because of the negation word 'not'. Therefore, the overall sentiment of a document is not necessarily the sum of the content parts (Turney, 2002) . This phenomenon is one main reason why machine learning approaches fail under some circumstances.
As a typical case of polarity shifting, negation has been paid close attention and widely studied in the literature (Na et al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2009; Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006) . Generally, there are two steps to incorporate negation information into a system: negation detection and negation classification. For negation detection, some negation trigger words, such as 'no', 'not', and 'never', are usually applied to recognize negation phrases or sentences. As for negation classification, one way to import negation information is to directly reverse the polarity of the words which contain negation trigger words as far as term-counting approaches are considered (Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006 ). An alternative way is to add some negation features (e.g., negation bigrams or negation phrases) into machine learning approaches (Na et al., 2004) . Such approaches have achieved certain success.
There are, however, some shortcomings with current approaches in incorporating negation information. In terms of negation detection, firstly, the negation trigger word dictionary is either manually constructed or relies on existing resources. This leads to certain limitations concerning the quality and coverage of the dictionary. Secondly, it is difficult to adapt negation detection to other languages due to its language dependence nature of negation constructions and words. Thirdly, apart from negation, many other phenomena, e.g., contrast transition with trigger words like 'but', 'however', and 'nevertheless', can shift the sentimental polarity of a phrase or sentence. Therefore, considering negation alone is inadequate to deal with the polarity shifting problem, especially for document-level sentiment classification.
In terms of negation classification, although it is easy for term-counting approaches to integrate negation information, they rarely outperform a machine learning baseline (Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006) . Even for machine learning approaches, although negation information is sometimes effective for local cases (e.g., not good), it fails on long-distance cases (e.g., I don't think it is good).
In this paper, we first propose a feature selection method to automatically generate a large scale polarity shifting training data for polarity shifting detection of sentences. Then, a classifier combination method is presented for incorporating polarity shifting information. Compared with previous ones, our approach highlights the following advantages：First of all, we apply a binary classifier to detect polarity shifting rather than merely relying on trigger words or phrases. This enables our approach to handle different kinds of polarity shifting phenomena. More importantly, a feature selection method is presented to automatically generate the labeled training data for polarity shifting detection of sentences.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work of sentiment classification. Section 3 presents our approach in details. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion and outlines the future work.
Related Work
Generally, sentiment classification can be performed at four different levels: word level (Wiebe, 2000) , phrase level (Wilson et al., 2009) , sentence level (Kim and Hovy, 2004; Liu et al., 2005) , and document level (Turney, 2002; Pang et al., 2002; Pang and Lee, 2004; Riloff et al., 2006) . This paper focuses on document-level sentiment classification.
In the literature, there are mainly two kinds of approaches on document-level sentiment classification:
term-counting approaches (lexicon-based) and machine learning approaches (corpus-based). Term-counting approaches usually involve deriving a sentiment measure by calculating the total number of negative and positive terms (Turney, 2002; Kim and Hovy, 2004; Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006) . Machine learning approaches recast the sentiment classification problem as a statistical classification task (Pang and Lee, 2004) . Compared to term-counting approaches, machine learning approaches usually achieve much better performance (Pang et al., 2002; Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006) , and have been adopted to more complicated scenarios, such as domain adaptation (Blitzer et al., 2007) , multi-domain learning (Li and Zong, 2008) and semi-supervised learning (Wan, 2009; Dasgupta and Ng, 2009 ) for sentiment classification.
Polarity shifting plays a crucial role in phrase-level, sentence-level, and document-level sentiment classification. However, most of previous studies merely focus on negation shifting (polarity shifting caused by the negation structure). As one pioneer research on sentiment classification, Pang et al. (2002) propose a machine learning approach to tackle negation shifting by adding the tag 'not' to every word between a negation trigger word/phrase (e.g., not, isn 't, didn't, etc.) and the first punctuation mark following the negation trigger word/phrase. To their disappointment, considering negation shifting has a negligible effect and even slightly harms the overall performance. Kennedy and Inkpen (2006) explore negation shifting by incorporating negation bigrams as additional features into machine learning approaches. The experimental results show that considering sentiment shifting greatly improves the performance of term-counting approaches but only slightly improves the performance of machine learning approaches. Other studies such as Na et al. (2004) , Ding et al. (2008) , and Wilson et al. (2009) also explore negation shifting and achieve some improvements 1 . Nonetheless, as far as machine learning approaches are concerned, the improvement is rather insignificant (normally less than 1%). More recently, Ikeda et al. (2008) first propose a machine learning approach to detect polarity shifting for sentence-level sentiment classification, based on a manually-constructed dictionary containing thousands of positive and negative sentimental words, and then adopt a term-counting approach to incorporate polarity shifting information.
Sentiment Classification with Polarity Shifting Detection
Figure 1: General framework of our approach
The motivation of our approach is to improve the performance of sentiment classification by robust treatment of sentiment polarity shifting between sentences. With the help of a binary classifier, the sentences in a document are divided into two parts: sentences which contain polarity shifting structures and sentences without any polarity shifting structure. Figure 1 illustrates the general framework of our approach. Note that this framework is a general one, that is, different polarity shifting detection methods can be applied to differentiate polarity-shifted sentences from those polarity-unshifted sentences and different polarity classification methods can be adopted to incorporate sentiment shifting information. For clarification, the training data used for polarity shifting detection and polarity classification are referred to as the polarity shifting training data and the polarity classification training data, respectively.
Polarity Shifting Detection
In this paper, polarity shifting means that the polarity of a sentence is different from the polarity expressed by the sum of the content words in the sentence. For example, in the sentence "I am not disappointed", the negation structure makes the polarity of the word 'disappointed' different from that of the whole sentence (negative vs. positive). Apart from the negation structure, many other linguistic structures allow polarity shifting, such as contrast transition, modals, and pre-suppositional items (Polanyi and Zaenen, 2006) . We refer these structures as polarity shifting structures.
One of the great challenges in building a polarity shifting detector lies on the lack of relevant training data since manually creating a large scale corpus of polarity shifting sentences is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Ikeda et al. (2008) propose an automatic way for collecting the polarity shifting training data based on a manually-constructed large-scale dictionary. Instead, we adopt a feature selection method to build a large scale training corpus of polarity shifting sentences, given only the already available document-level polarity classification training data. With the help of the feature selection method, the top-ranked word features with strong sentimental polarity orientation, e.g., 'great', 'love', 'worst' are first chosen as the polarity trigger words. Then, those sentences with the top-ranked polarity trigger words in both categories of positive and negative documents are selected. Finally, those candidate sentences taking opposite-polarity compared to the containing trigger word are deemed as polarity-shifted.
The basic idea of automatically generating the polarity shifting training data is based on the assumption that the real polarity of a word or phrase is decided by the major polarity category where the word or phrase appears more often. As a result, the sentences in the
Polarity Shifting Detector Documents
Polarity-shifted Sentences
Polarity-unshifted Sentences
Polarity Classifier Positive/Negative frequently-occurring category would be seen as polarity-unshifted while the sentences in the infrequently-occurring category would be seen as polarity-shifted.
In the literature, various feature selection methods, such as Mutual Information (MI), Information Gain (IG) and Bi-Normal Separation (BNS) (Yang and Pedersen, 1997; Forman 2003) , have been employed to cope with the problem of the high-dimensional feature space which is normal in sentiment classification.
In this paper, we employ the theoretical framework, proposed by Li et al. (2009) , including two basic measurements, i.e. frequency measurement and ratio measurement, where the first measures, the document frequency of a term in one category, and the second measures, the ratio between the document frequency in one category and other categories. In particular, a novel method called Weighed Frequency and Odds (WFO) is proposed to incorporate both basic measurements: Especially, when λ equals 0, the WFO method fades to the MI method which fully prefers the second basic measurement.
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Figure 2 illustrates our algorithm for automatically generating the polarity shifting training data where 1 c and 2 c denote the two sentimental orientation categories, i.e. negative and positive.
Step A segments a document into sentences with punctuations. Besides, two special words, 'but' and 'and', are used to further segment some contrast transition structures and compound sentences.
Step B employs the WFO method to rank all features including the words.
Step D extracts those polarity-shifted and polarity-unshifted sentences containing top i t − where max N denotes the upper-limit number of sentences in each category of the polarity shifting training data and #(x) denotes the total number of the elements in x. Apart from that, the first word in the following sentence is also included to capture a common kind of long-distance polarity shifting structure: contrast transition. Thus, important trigger words like 'however' and 'but' may be considered. Finally,
Step E guarantees the balance between the two categories of the polarity shifting training data. Given the polarity shifting training data, we apply SVM classification algorithm to train a polarity-shifting detector with word unigram features.
Input:
The polarity classification training data: the negative sentimental document set 
Output:
The polarity shifting training data: the polarity-unshifted sentence set unshift S and the polarityshifted sentence set shift S .
Procedure:
A. 
Segment documents

Polarity Classification with Classifier Combination
After polarity shifting detection, each document in the polarity classification training data is divided into two parts, one containing polarity-shifted sentences and the other containing polarity-unshifted sentences, which are used to form the polarity-shifted training data and the polarity-unshifted training data. In this way, two different polarity classifiers, I f and 2 f , can be trained on the polarity-shifted training data and the polarity-unshifted training data respectively. Along with classifier 3 f , trained on all original polarity classification training data, we now have three base classifiers in hand for possible classifier combination via a multiple classifier system.
The key issue in constructing a multiple classifier system (MCS) is to find a suitable way to combine the outputs of the base classifiers. In MCS literature, various methods are available for combining the outputs, such as fixed rules including the voting rule, the product rule and the sum rule (Kittler et al., 1998) and trained rules including the weighted sum rule (Fumera and Roli, 2005) and the meta-learning approaches (Vilalta and Drissi, 2002) . In this study, we employ the product rule, a popular fixed rule, and stacking (Džeroski and Ženko, 2004) , a well-known trained rule, to combine the outputs.
Formally, each base classifier provides some kind of confidence measurements, e.g., posterior probabilities of the test sample belonging to each class. The product rule combines the base classifiers by multiplying the posterior possibilities and using the multiplied possibility for decision, i.e. (Vilalta and Drissi, 2002) . The key idea behind meta-learning is to train a meta-classifier with input attributes that are the outputs of the base classifiers. Hence, meta-learning usually needs some development data for generating the meta-training data. Let ' x denote a feature vector of a sample from the development data. The output of the -th l base classifier l f on this sample is the probability distribution over the category set 1 2 { , } c c , i.e. 1 2 ( ' ) ( ( | ' ), ( | ' ))
P x p c x p c x =
A meta-classifier can be trained using the development data with the meta-level feature vector
Stacking is a specific meta-learning rule, in which a leave-one-out or a cross-validation procedure on the training data is applied to generate the meta-training data instead of using extra development data. In our experiments, we perform stacking with 10-fold cross-validation to generate the meta-training data.
Experimentation
Experimental Setting
The experiments are carried out on product reviews from four domains: books, DVDs, electronics, and kitchen appliances (Blitzer et al., 2007) 2 . Each domain contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative reviews.
For sentiment classification, all classifiers including the polarity shifting detector, three base classifiers and the meta-classifier in stacking are trained by SVM using the SVM-light tool 3 with Logistic Regression method for probability measuring (Platt, 1999) .
In all the experiments, each dataset is randomly and evenly split into two subsets: 50% documents as the training data and the remaining 50% as the test data. The features include word unigrams and bigrams with Boolean weights.
Experimental Results on Polarity Shifting Data
To better understand the polarity shifting phenomena in document-level sentiment classification, we randomly investigate 200 polarity-shifted sentences, together with their contexts (i.e. the sentences before and after it), automatically generated by the WFO ( 0 λ = ) feature selection method. We find that nearly half of the automatically generated polarityshifted sentences are actually polarity-unshifted sentences or difficult to decide. That is to say, the polarity shifting training data is noisy to some extent. One main reason is that some automatically selected trigger words do not really contain sentiment information, e.g., 'hear', 'information' etc. Another reason is that some reversed opinion is given in a review without any explicit polarity shifting structures.
To gain more insights, we manually checked 100 sentences which are explicitly polarity-shifted and can also be judged by human according to their contexts. Table 1 presents some typical structures causing polarity shifting. It shows that the most common polarity shifting type is Explicit Negation (37%), usually expressed by trigger words such as 'not', 'no', or 'without', e.g., in the sentence 'I am not happy with this flashcard at all'. Another common type of polarity shifting is Contrast Transition (20%), expressed by trigger words such as 'however', e.g., in the sentence 'It is large and stylish, however, I cannot recommend it because of the lid'. Other less common yet productive polarity shifting types include Exception and Until. Exception structure is usually expressed by the trigger phrase 'the only' to indicate the one and only advantage of the product, e.g., in the sentence 'The only thing that I like about it is that bamboo is a renewable resource'. Until structure is often expressed by the trigger word 'until' to show the reversed polarity, e.g. in the sentence 'This unit was a great addition until the probe went bad after only a few months'. 
Experimental Results on Polarity Classification
For comparison, several classifiers with different classification methods are developed. 1) Baseline classifier, which applies SVM with all unigrams and bigrams. Note that it also serves as a base classifier in the following combined classifiers.
2) Base classifier 1, a base classifier for the classifier combination method. It works on the polarity-unshifted data.
3) Base classifier 2, another base classifier for the classifier combination method. It works on the polarity-shifted data. 4) Negation classifier, which applies SVM with all unigrams and bigrams plus negation bigrams. It is a natural extension of the baseline classifier with the consideration of negation bigrams. In this study, the negation bigrams are collected using some negation trigger words, such as 'not' and 'never'. If a negation trigger word is found in a sentence, each word in the sentence is attached with the word '_not' to form a negation bigram. 5) Product classifier, which combines the baseline classifier, the base classifier 1 and the base classifier 2 using the product rule. 6) Stacking classifier, a combined classifier similar to the Product classifier. It uses the stacking classifier combination method instead of the product rule.
Please note that we do not compare our approach with the one as proposed in Ikeda et al. (2008) due to the absence of a manually-collected sentiment dictionary. Besides, it is well known that a combination strategy itself is capable of improving the classification performance. To justify whether the improvement is due to the combination strategy or our polarity shifting detection or both, we first randomly split the training data into two portions and train two base classifiers on each portion, then apply the stacking method to combine them along with the baseline classifier. The corresponding results are shown as 'Random+Stacking' in Table 2 . Finally, in our experiments, t-test is performed to evaluate the significance of the performance improvement between two systems employing different methods (Yang and Liu, 1999 Table 2 shows the accuracy results of different methods using 2000 polarity shifted sentences and 2000 polarity-unshifted sentences to train the polarity shifting detector (N max =2000). Compared to the baseline classifier, it shows that: 1) The base classifier 1, which only uses the polarity-unshifted sentences as the training data, achieves similar performance. 2) The base classifier 2 achieves much lower performance due to much fewer sentences involved. 3) Including negation bigrams usually allows insignificant improvements (p-value>0.1), which is consistent with most of previous works (Pang et al., 2002; Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006) . 4) Both the product and stacking classifiers with polarity shifting detection significantly improve the performance (p-value<0.05). Compared to the product rule, the stacking classifier is preferable, probably due to the performance unbalance among the individual classifiers, e.g., the performance of the base classifier 2 is much lower than the other two. Although stacking with two randomly generated base classifiers, i.e. "Random + Stacking", also consistently outperforms the baseline classifier, the improvements are much lower than what has been achieved by our approach. This suggests that both the classifier combination strategy and polarity shifting detection contribute to the overall performance improvement. Figure 3 presents the accuracy curve of the stacking classifier when using different Lambda ( λ ) values in the WFO feature selection method. It shows that those feature selection methods which prefer frequency information, e.g., MI and BNS, are better in automatically generating the polarity shifting training data. This is reasonable since high frequency terms, e.g., 'is', 'it', 'a', etc., tend to obey our assumption that the real polarity of one top term should belong to the polarity category where the term appears frequently. 
Effect of WFO feature selection method
Effect of a classifier over different sizes of the polarity shifting training data
Another factor which might influence the overall performance is the size of the polarity shifting training data. Figure 4 presents the overall performance on different numbers of the polarity shifting sentences when using the stacking classifier. It shows that 1000 to 4000 sentences are enough for the performance improvement. When the number is too large, the noisy training data may harm polarity shifting detection. When the number is too small, it is not enough for the automatically generated polarity shifting training data to capture various polarity shifting structures. Figure 5 shows the classification results of different classifiers with varying sizes of the polarity classification training data. It shows that our approach is able to improve the overall performance robustly. We also notice the big difference between the performance of the baseline classifier and that of the base classifier 1 when using 30% training data in Book domain and 90% training data in DVD domain. Detailed exploration of the polarity shifting sentences in the training data shows that this difference is mainly attributed to the poor performance of the polarity shifting detector. Even so, the stacking classifier guarantees no worse performance than the baseline classifier.
Effect of different classifiers over different sizes of the polarity classification training data
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to incorporate polarity shifting information into document-level sentiment classification. In our approach, we first propose a machine-learning-based classifier to detect polarity shifting and then apply two classifier combination methods to perform polarity classification. Particularly, the polarity shifting training data is automatically generated through a feature selection method. As shown in our experimental results, our approach is able to consistently improve the overall performance across different domains and training data sizes, although the automatically generated polarity shifting training data is prone to noise. Furthermore, we conclude that those feature selection methods, which prefer frequency information, e.g., MI and BNS, are good choices for generating the polarity shifting training data.
In our future work, we will explore better ways in generating less-noisy polarity shifting training data. In addition, since our approach is language-independent, it is readily applicable to sentiment classification tasks in other languages.
For availability of the automatically generated polarity shifting training data, please contact the first author (for research purpose only).
